
Nonparametric Coreset for Clustering

Coreset
GIven A ∊ Rn x d, a coreset C is a weighted subsample of A, such that |C| << |A| 
and with high probability, ∀X with k centres.

Such a coreset does not exist!!

Future Scope
● Computing the actual upper bound of the sensitivity scores.

● Coresets with deterministic guarantee for general loss functions.

● Showing lower bound of coresets for any loss functions.
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k - Clustering
GIven a set A of n points in Rd, the solution of the problem is X* with k set of 
centres such that 

where,

Non-Parametric Coreset
Given A, there exists a non parametric coreset with small additive error. 

The additive factor depends on the data. Here, φ = mean(A).

To show its existence we rely on importance sampling which is based on 
sensitivity framework along with barrier potential functions. 

For streaming inputs we define online sensitivity scores, that depends on on 
the points the algorithm have seen so far.

Barrier Potential based Sensitivity Function

Getting a true upper bound is challenging!!

NonParametricFilter Result
Sampling points in C based on the above sensitivity scores ensures the 
following ∀X with at most n centres,

Coreset Size: 

Online Coreset with Deterministic Guarantee!!

A coreset C is non-parametric if its size is independent of both k (#cluster), and 
it still ensures the above guarantee ∀X with at most n centres in Rd.

Importance Score

Expected Upper Bound

Experiments
Compare performance of NonParametricFilter with baselines on real 
world data.
After getting the coreset C
● Run k-clustering on C and A
● Use these centres and report


